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HONORS PROJECT
LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS KIT
for the

SPEECH PATHOLOGIST

submitted by Belinda Kelly

on April 30, 1974

DEVELOPING LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS

"Every child is born a genuis."

Motivation and stimulation during a

child'~·s

first five years of growth, especially, can enhance this statement; but more
than likely the child will never be fully stimulated and allowed to develop to
his full potential.
The young child is a learner-he develoP-s an insatiable curiosity about language.
Words

be~ome

important tools in his life.

speech and/or delayed language?
and in relating to others.

What about the child with unintelligible

He is limited in his ability to express himself

This chimd has never experienced effective use of

sight, sound, feeling, taste, and smell in developing ef£ective speech.
The speech pathologist confronted with the child who has been deprived of
language experiences may find the chmld to be limited in many areas or maybe only
one area.

The causes and reasons for language and/or speech delay are varied

and many times undeterminable.
oriented~ental

The damage may be organically and/or environmentally

retardation, learning disability, brain-damage, unusual emotional

struggles(a family break-up or a death), emotional illness, and late maturation
are instances where speech anq language difficulties are found.
A delay in speech and/or language is not only a handicap in communication, but
affects all areas of an individuals life.
personality developement.

~he

It can aff ect academic achievement and

very important development of a healthy, confident

self-concept is hindered sometimes to the point of being shattered by the inability
to communicate "normally" with the world around him.
The speech pathologists must always

rema~

open to new ideas and developments

to be able to serve each special individual and his unique problem.
can be likened to a previous one.

No situation

There are too many variables involved and no

way to impersonalize the child and hi s probl em.

The

s~eech

and language kit I have developed is in no way complete, but

can be continuously added to as new materials are developed.

Each item in the

kit relates to specific areas of development, but each item can be used according
to the clinician's originality and creativity-the only limit is that which the
clinician places Qm herselfo

The kit is the beginning of a collection of items

which will be useful -in articulation and language therapy.
The following page will list the items contained in the kit.

This will

include a description, the area(s) of develppment, and some suggested uses of the
itemo
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7. ·Association Cards
There are various situations present.ed olli cards in sets of three;
for example; Card 1-a fish Card. 2-a bowl and a fish Card 3-the fish
is in the bowl.
The child can associate the order of ev,e nts by coreec.t sequencing.
Activities can develope short term memor.y; syntax-prepositions, sentence
order; articulator,y ability-conversational speech; and imagination . in
story tellingo Various games can be played, again the therapist's ability
to be creative and original is important for devising new ideas and intere$
for the child.
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Body-part chart
The basic body parts are pictured on a cornmeal character from
Richard Scarry's Best StorY Book Ever • .
It can be used for learning the body parts, developing right-left
discrimination, as a basis for motor activities, and many other activities.

9. Reinforpement
Hand made puppets have been made as examples for the children to
make themselves. A paper-bag puppet, and a construction paper puppet
on a stick, along with sock puppets are easy fun,puppets that the child
can make his own creation prove very reinforc;i.ng;p.n!tteate a feeling of
achievement, and give the . child something he can take out of therapy
to show how well he has done. These and other creations the child
can make himself also improve fine motor skills.
Another activity which can be used for reinf?rcement and hand-eye
coordination development is one involving the shoe-string animal cards.
These cards have numbered holes in them in which a shoestring is used
to connect them. The child must follow the number sequence and bring the
string through the holes.
10.

Sentence building cards(syntax and transformational grammar)
Noun, verb and adjective(including articles and conjunctions) are
included. Three basic sentence patterns for sentence building included
are: NV; N be(V) ~ N be(V) adj. As child progresses more complex
patterns can be introduced. (Structured Languageby Monsees)
·
The ch!ld is introduced to the simplest first. H~ can place the
Noun, Verb or Adjective cards in a card-board to construct his own
sentences using the specified sentence pattern. This activity is a
time saver because there is no handwriting required. It is very useful
in language therapy-especially in syntax devel~pment.

